Comparative fasting bioavailability of two clopidogrel formulations in healthy Mediterranean volunteers: an in vitro–in vivo correlation
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Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate the bioequivalence of two drug products, generic clopidogrel bisulfate 75 mg film-coated tablets versus the reference Plavix® clopidogrel bisulfate 75 mg film-coated tablets.

Methods: Bioequivalence of tablets was tested by comparisons against the reference brand product in accordance with the requirements of the Declaration of Helsinki, the current Good Clinical Practice Guidelines, and the International Conference on Harmonization.

Results: The relationship between concentration and peak area ratio was found to be linear within the range 24.500–1,836.600 pg/mL for clopidogrel. The correlation coefficient (r) was always greater than 0.99 during the course of the validation. Statistical comparison of the main pharmacokinetic parameters showed no significant difference between test and reference. The point estimates (ratios of geometric mean) were 104.122%, 104.184%, and 109.091% for areas under the plasma concentration–time curve (AUC) $AUC_{0-\infty}$, $AUC_{0-t}$, and peak plasma concentration $C_{\text{max}}$, respectively. These pharmacokinetic parameter values of clopidogrel and its main metabolite lie within the bioequivalence limit (80%–125%) specified by the US Food and Drug Administration and the European Medicines Agency.

Conclusion: The tested drug product was bioequivalent to the reference drug under fasting conditions and had the same safety profile, which is important to achieve equivalent therapeutic effect with the reference.
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Introduction

Clopidogrel is a novel thienopyridine inhibitor of adenosine diphosphate (ADP)–induced platelet activation (Figure 1). It blocks the activation of platelets by ADP by selectively and irreversibly inhibiting the binding of the agonist to its receptor on the platelet, thereby affecting ADP-dependent activation of the fibrinogen receptor present on the platelet surface.¹

Clopidogrel is a prodrug and requires complex metabolic activation in the liver. Up to 85% of the absorbed drug can be transformed by carboxyl esterases into a carboxylic acid derivative of clopidogrel, the major metabolite circulating in the blood; the carboxylic acid derivative of clopidogrel is inactive. Only 15% of the absorbed clopidogrel dose is transformed by isoenzymes of cytochrome P450 (CYP), namely, CYP1A2, CYP2B6, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, and CYP3A4, to a thiol metabolite, which is responsible for the antithrombotic effect of clopidogrel.²³

Clopidogrel is widely used these days, especially as a part of dual antiplatelet therapy with aspirin after coronary interventions and stent placement. It is standard of care in patients experiencing acute coronary syndromes.⁴ Clinical response to
Clopidogrel varies widely. This might be due to underdos-
ing, drug interactions, or intrinsic interindividual differences caused by genetic polymorphisms. Clopidogrel has become
generic after expiration of the pharmaceutical patent of clopi-
dogrel in May 2012. Several commercial preparations are
available now, and it is of critical importance to demonstrate
that these preparations are bioequivalent and have similar
inhibition of platelet reactivity. During the development of
new generic formulations, the formulators try to adhere to
the same excipients used in the brand product and the manu-
facturing process as much as they can to minimize problems
with stability. However, it is important to conduct an in vivo
study to find any difference between the generic product and
the original brand in terms of safety and clinical outcome.

This is a bioequivalence study aimed at comparing two
drug products (the reference brand clopidogrel bisulfate
[Plavix®] and the test generic clopidogrel bisulfate), and the
key pharmacokinetic (PK) parameters for both the drugs and
their metabolites were assessed. This generic is expected to
be marketed in the Mediterranean, so it is important to test its
bioequivalency in this group of people because clopidogrel is
highly affected by genetic polymorphisms.

Materials and methods

Chemicals

Clopidogrel bisulfate working standard was supplied by
Dr Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd (Hyderabad, India), while
Clopidogrel-d4 hydrogen sulfate internal standard (IS) was sup-
plied by TRC (North York, Canada). High-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC)-grade methanol and acetonitrile were
purchased from Romil (Cambridge, United Kingdom), iso-
propanol was obtained from Carbon Group (Cork, Ireland), extra-
pure formic acid was obtained from Scharlaru (Port Adelaide,
Australia), diethylether was brought from JHD (Guangzhou,
People’s Republic of China), and HPLC-grade water was sup-
pplied by Sartorius Purified Water (Goettingen, Germany).

The study was a comparative, randomized, two-period,
two-treatment, two-sequence, single-dose, open-label,
crossover bioequivalence study of clopidogrel 75 mg film-
coated tablets (Pladogrel, Avalon Pharma, Middle East
Pharmaceutical Industries Co Ltd, Saudi Arabia) versus
Plavix® 75 mg film-coated tablets (Sanofi Winthrop Industrie,
Cedex, France) in healthy subjects under fasting conditions.
Randomization tablet was generated using software SAS
version 9.4.

Volunteers and clinical protocol

The study was conducted by Arab Pharmaceutical Industry
Consulting Co Ltd, Jordan, in accordance with the require-
ments of the Declaration of Helsinki, the current Good
Clinical Practice guidelines, and the International Confer-
ence on Harmonization guidelines. The study protocol and
the informed consent forms were approved by the institu-
tional review board. The study included 38 healthy, mixed
skin Arab and Mediterranean subjects aged between 19 years
and 46 years, with a body mass index of 18.9–30.0 kg/m²
(minimum of 52 kg weight), as well as nonsmokers or light
smokers (smokers of not more than 10 cigarettes per day).
The volunteers were subjected to a full medical and physical
examination to confirm their health status and to verify that
they were not on any medication during the study period for
full adherence with the inclusion criteria. A written informed
consent, which explained the nature of the study, was given
to the participants. The participants were instructed to abstain
from taking alcohol, caffeine, xanthine, grapefruit, or CO₂-
containing beverages during the study to avoid any induction
or inhibition of liver enzymes. Smoking was prohibited for
11 hours prior to dosing and 4 hours after the drug adminis-
tration, after which smoking of five cigarettes was allowed
during each study period. The study used an open-label,
randomized two-period crossover design with an 8-day
washout period between doses in 38 healthy subjects under
fasting conditions. The volunteers were randomly divided
into two groups each of 19 subjects. The first group was given
the reference brand, and the second group was given the test
formulation with a crossover after the washout period. On the
morning of the study, each volunteer gave a blood sample to
serve as a blank for the drug assay. Each participant received
an oral dose of the assigned formulation, given with 240 mL
of water in the sitting position. During each period, 22 blood
samples were collected; 8 mL was collected 1 hour before
dosing, and 8 mL sample was withdrawn at the following
time points: 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.33, 1.67, 2.00, 2.33,
2.67, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00, 8.00, 10.00, 12.00, 16.00, 24.00, 36.00, and 48.00 hours respectively, postdose during each study period. Samples were immediately collected into sodium-heparinized tubes and centrifuged at 5,000 rpm for 5 minutes at 4°C within 30 minutes of collection. The resulting plasma was immediately stored at −70°C until analysis. Methanol-free conditions were used in the extraction procedure to avoid a back-conversion of the metabolite clopidogrel carboxylic acid to the parent drug. Four hours after drug administration, a standard lunch containing soup (no carrots), half a chicken, and rice with mixed vegetables (no carrots), yogurt, a loaf of bread, and salad (tomato and cucumber) was served and subjects had free access to water 1 hour after drug administration.

Instruments and chromatographic separations
The analysis was performed using an HPLC system (Agilent 1200) coupled with a mass spectrometry (MS) system API4000. The stationary phase was ACE 5 C8 (50×2.10) mm, 5μ. The mobile phase was acetonitrile: H₂O: formic acid (60:40:0.1, v/v/v); measured pH for mobile phase =3.00±0.2.

The dissolution study was carried out using dissolution tester (Pharmatest, Model PTWS 610, Germany).

Preparation of standard solutions
A drug solution was prepared by dissolving 0.2008 g clopidogrel bisulfate (assay: 99.62%; limit of detection factor: 0.9983, and conversion factor: 0.7664) with methanol up to 50.00 mL final volume to make up a stock solution containing 306.095 μg/mL.

Sample preparations for HPLC injection
A 0.50 mL volume of each plasma sample was spiked with 100 μL of IS (concentration 3: 3.945 ng/mL), to get IS with final concentration of 0.658 ng/mL Clopidogrel-d₄ (based on 0.600 mL final volume). Each sample was vortexed for 30 seconds.

Validation procedures
A simple, fast, selective, accurate, and precise HPLC method coupled with tandem MS–MS, for the determination of clopidogrel in human plasma has been developed and validated. In brief, the linearity study was carried out in the range of concentrations from 24,500 pg/mL to 1,836,600 pg/mL. The lower limit of quantitation (LLOQ) was estimated by analyzing known samples of clopidogrel at progressively lower concentrations. The coefficient of variation was used to determine assay precision.

Stock solution stability in mobile phase was assessed using two standard mixtures that are equivalent to the LLOQ and the upper limit of quantitation concentrations with IS.

Short- and long-term matrix-based stability levels were assessed using two quality control (QC) low and QC high clopidogrel concentrations.

Stability after freeze-and-thaw cycles was assessed using two sets of QC samples that were subjected to three freeze-thaw cycles (stability samples). Stability samples were processed with a freshly prepared calibration curve and analyzed in a single run with comparison QC sample (Comparison sample).

Whole blood stability was assessed by spiking whole-blood samples with two different drug concentrations. Recovery for the drug and IS was assessed using six extracts at three concentration levels (low, medium, and high).

Matrix effect was investigated for clopidogrel and the IS. The matrix factor (MF) was calculated in each lot of matrix, by calculating the ratio of the peak area in the presence of matrix, to the peak area in the absence of matrix (pure solution of clopidogrel). The IS-normalized MF was also calculated by dividing the MF of the analyte by the MF of the IS.

The QC samples were used to evaluate the performance of the assay. They were prepared by spiking blank plasma with clopidogrel. The QC samples were prepared to have low, medium, and high concentrations (clopidogrel: 73.500 pg/mL, 196.000 pg/mL, 918.300 pg/mL, and 1,377.450 pg/mL). Four QC samples were incorporated with each analysis run as unknown samples. The concentration in each QC sample was determined from the calibration curve, and it was compared with the nominal concentration. The analysis run was accepted if at least three out of four QC samples were within 15% of nominal concentration.

In vitro dissolution profile of clopidogrel tablet
In vitro dissolution study was carried out on 12 tablets from each of the tested drug and Plavix®. USP Type II apparatus (paddle assembly) was used for this test. Acid buffer (1,000 mL) at pH 2 was used as the dissolution medium. The dissolution medium in the paddles was mixed at a speed of 50 rpm, and the bath was maintained at a temperature of 37°C±0.5°C.
Samples of 5 mL were withdrawn at regular intervals of times. Same volume of fresh dissolution medium was added to the paddles after each sample was taken.

The withdrawn samples were analyzed after suitable dilutions at a wavelength of 240 nm using an ultraviolet spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Helios, Germany).

The in vitro drug release profile of the test was compared versus that of the brand using similarity factor f2 and nonsimilarity factor f1 according to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) guidelines.

PK and statistical analysis

The PK parameters were estimated using standard noncompartmental methods. The peak plasma concentration ($C_{\text{max}}$) and the corresponding time of peak plasma concentration ($T_{\text{max}}$) were taken directly from the data. The elimination rate constant ($k_e$) was calculated from the slope of the semilogarithmic plot of the terminal elimination phase of the plasma concentration–time curve calculated by linear regression. The elimination half-life ($t_{1/2}$) was calculated using the formula $t_{1/2} = \ln 2/k_e$. The areas under the drug’s plasma concentration–time curves from AUC$_{0\text{--last}}$ and the area to infinity (AUC$_{0\text{--}\infty}$) were calculated by using the linear trapezoidal method. Extrapolation to infinity was done by dividing the last measurable plasma concentration $C_{\text{last}}$ by the terminal rate constant $k_e$ ($\text{AUC}_{0\text{--}\infty} = C_{\text{last}}/k_e$). The AUC$_{0\text{--}\infty}$ value is the sum of the estimated and extrapolated parts ($\text{AUC}_{0\text{--}\infty} = \text{AUC}_{0\text{--last}} + \text{AUC}_{\text{last--}\infty}$). For the purpose of bioequivalence analysis, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess the effect of formulations, periods, sequences, and subjects on AUC$_{0\text{--last}}$, AUC$_{0\text{--}\infty}$, and $C_{\text{max}}$ using Thermo Scientific Kineta (version 5.1), a commercially available software package.

In vitro–in vivo correlation

Level A in vitro–in vivo correlation (IVIVC) was elaborated at different time intervals to assess whether a correlation existed between the in vitro drug release and the in vivo absorption of drug using the Wagner–Nelson equation.

Results

Results of validation procedures

The relationship between concentration and peak area ratio was found to be linear within the range 24.500–1,836.600 pg/mL for clopidogrel. The correlation coefficient (r) was always greater than 0.99 during the course of the validation. The method was found to be sensitive, with LLOQ of 24.00 pg/mL; recovery of the drug ranged from 24.44% to 26.24%, and mean recovery of IS was 49.92%. Short-term stability analysis of the drug in plasma proved that the drug is stable for up to 24 hours at room temperature. Stock solution short-term stability proved that the drug is stable for up to 17 hours at room temperature. Postpreparative stability study showed that the drug is stable for up to 48 hours. Whole-blood stability study proved that the drug is stable for 1 hour. Samples with concentrations of up to 5,509.800 pg/mL can be diluted with dilution factor of three with adequate accuracy and precision. No carry-over or matrix effect was found.

In vitro drug-release studies were carried out because these are considered a useful tool for assessing in vivo drug behavior. The in vitro release of clopidogrel from the tested drug and Plavix® tablet formulations was within the acceptable limits. The calculated f2 and f1 values between these two products were 60 and 9, respectively.

Results of PK study

Both generic clopidogrel 75 mg film-coated tablets and Plavix® 75 mg film-coated tablets were well tolerated by all the subjects, and they were all discharged in good health. Figure 2 shows the plasma concentrations of both brands, indicating that the two brands are superimposable.

All estimated PK parameters were in agreement with reported values. Tables 1 and 2 show a summary of the PK parameters for the two formulations of clopidogrel 75 mg and the metabolite clopidogrel carboxylic acid. The point estimates (ratios of geometric mean) were 104.122%, 104.184%, and 109.091% for AUC$_{0\text{--last}}$, AUC$_{0\text{--}\infty}$, and $C_{\text{max}}$ respectively. No statistically significant difference between the two formulations was found. These PK parameter values lie within the bioequivalence limits (80%–125%) specified by the FDA and the European Medicines Agency (EMEA).

The results in this part of the study suggest equivalent clinical efficacy of the two brands. Moreover, no serious adverse effects were observed during this study. Overall, clopidogrel showed a good safety profile. In fact, bleeding is the most important adverse effect of clopidogrel, which might be even increased when clopidogrel is used in combination with salicylic acid. No significant changes in the subjects’ state of health were reported.

High level A IVIVC was found between the amount of absorbed clopidogrel and the amount released at the used time intervals. The correlation coefficient between the dissolved
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and absorbed clopidogrel was 0.99 and the \( P \)-value was 0.0018.

**Discussion**

According to The FDA, brand name drug is defined as a drug marketed under a proprietary, trademark-protected name and a generic drug is the same as a brand name drug in terms of active ingredient, dosage form, safety, strength, route of administration, quality, performance, and intended use and, additionally, it contains the same salt, ester, or chemical form. Generic versions of a drug can vary in shape, scoring configuration, packaging, and recipients. If all the previous criteria are met, then the two drugs are considered to be therapeutically equivalent.

During the development phase of an oral solid dosage form, several preformulation and formulation trials, as well as physicochemical tests, are carried out in order to achieve a high-quality generic product that is interchangeable with the original brand in terms of efficacy and safety. Accordingly, in vitro dissolution in media of different pH values is conducted on the generic product and it must show similar dissolution profile or a profile overlapping that of the reference brand. Only if the generic shows a similar factor \( (f/2) \) higher than 50% and a nonsimilar factor \( (f/1) \) less than 15% in all these media can we predict a successful bioequivalence profile of the product, especially if the drug is a Class I product according to the Biopharmaceutics Classification System. In this case, bioequivalence studies can be waived and the above-mentioned in vitro dissolution can represent a surrogate to bioequivalence. Clopidogrel is a Class II product, which means that in vitro dissolution is not sufficient to prove that it is interchangeable with the original brand. Accordingly, clopidogrel generic tablets should be subjected to bioequivalence study in order to prove efficacy and safety comparable with those of the original brand.

Several previous studies have tested the bioequivalence of new generic clopidogrel against Plavix® tablets or the antiplatelet effect of other salts. The aim of this study was to test the bioavailability of new generic clopidogrel 75 mg tablet versus the reference Plavix. The two dosage forms were administered to 38 fasting volunteers in order to eliminate the influence of food on drug absorption. Clopidogrel is a prodrug
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**Figure 2** Plasma clopidogrel geometric mean concentration (pg/ml) versus time (hours) curves (A) and log plasma clopidogrel geometric mean concentration versus time (hours) curves (B) following a single oral dose of clopidogrel hydrogen sulfate 75 mg film-coated tablet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters (unit)</th>
<th>Clopidogrel (test)</th>
<th>Plavix (reference)</th>
<th>Test/reference ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( C_{\text{max}} ) (pg/ml)</td>
<td>1,654.955 (681.197–5,142.327)</td>
<td>1,606.476 (411.136–5,469.759)</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC( \text{0–\text{last}} ) (pg h/ml)</td>
<td>4,387.163 (1,369.817–11,754.935)</td>
<td>4,335.747 (958.657–16,273.290)</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC( \text{0–\text{inf}} ) (pg h/ml)</td>
<td>4,711.904 (1,476.762–12,054.669)</td>
<td>4,868.249 (1,061.579–16,859.625)</td>
<td>9.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{\text{max}} ) (hours)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.50–2.33)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.25–2.00)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{1/2} ) (hours)</td>
<td>4.66 (1.76–27.30)</td>
<td>3.94 (2.10–85.37)</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1** Summary of calculated pharmacokinetic parameters of clopidogrel in the bioequivalence study (n=38)

**Abbreviations:** \( C_{\text{max}} \), peak plasma concentration; AUC, area under the drug’s plasma concentration–time curves; \( T_{\text{max}} \), time of peak plasma concentration; \( t_{1/2} \), elimination half-life.
Table 2 Summary of calculated pharmacokinetic parameters of clopidogrel carboxylic acid metabolite in the bioequivalence study (n=38)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters (unit)</th>
<th>Clopidogrel (test)</th>
<th>Plavix (reference)</th>
<th>Test/reference ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geometric means (ranges)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{\text{max}} (ng/mL)</td>
<td>4,009.732 (1.677.901–6,421.158)</td>
<td>3,675.579 (1.723.906–6,800.304)</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC_{0-\infty} (ng h/mL)</td>
<td>8,958.781 (5,098.699–17,583.596)</td>
<td>8,604.108 (4,786.115–14,964.004)</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC_{\text{max}} (ng h/mL)</td>
<td>9,599.969 (5,279.628–17,853.708)</td>
<td>9,214.414 (5,128.689–17,481.760)</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medians (ranges)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{\text{max}} (hours)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.50–1.67)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.50–2.00)</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t_{1/2} (hours)</td>
<td>8.01 (3.87–14.46)</td>
<td>7.73 (3.23–12.51)</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: C_{\text{max}}, peak plasma concentration; AUC, area under the drug’s plasma concentration–time curves; T_{\text{max}}, time of peak plasma concentration; t_{1/2}, elimination half-life.

that requires biotransformation to the active metabolite by the polymorphic CYP2C19. Carriage of genetic variants encoding for nonfunctional CYP2C19 enzyme was associated with an increased risk of stent thrombosis and the combined end point of cardiovascular death, myocardial infarction, or stroke. The FDA required a black box warning about the reduced effectiveness of clopidogrel in homozygous carriers of a CYP2C19 nonfunctional allele.

A previous study concluded that measurement of clopidogrel bisulfate concentrations alone should not be a reliable method for bioequivalence assessment due to the very low concentrations, very small and variable values of AUC, and high intraindividual variability. Thus, bioequivalence evaluation should be based on clopidogrel carboxylic acid metabolite determination. So, in this study, both were tested. The validated analytical methods described above were used for quantification of clopidogrel and its main metabolite. The validated analytical methods provided appropriate accuracy, sensitivity, and selectivity with high sample throughput and economically convenient procedure required for PK studies. For this study, several PK parameters were tested using a validated HPLC–MS method. In fact, all validation parameters were conducted according to the international guidelines and they were within the accepted limits, as reported in Table 1.

Regarding the efficacy of our generic product, statistical comparison of the main PK parameters – AUC_{0-\text{last}}, AUC_{\text{max}}, C_{\text{max}} and T_{\text{max}} – clearly indicated no significant difference between test and reference tablets in any of the calculated PK parameters for clopidogrel bisulfate and clopidogrel carboxylic acid metabolite. The obtained values were compliant with the FDA and EMEA requirements for bioequivalence of generic drugs since the AUC_{\text{max}}, AUC_{0-\text{last}} and C_{\text{max}} mean ratios are within the 80%–125% interval. It was concluded that the test tablets (clopidogrel 75 mg film-coated tablets) are bioequivalent to the commercial Plavix\textsuperscript{®} tablet in terms of both extent and rate of absorption after a single oral dose of each to healthy adult participants under fasting conditions. Evaluation based on clopidogrel carboxylic acid metabolite, unequivocally and with the proper power, confirmed the bioequivalence between the investigated clopidogrel products.

Safety is important also; in our study, all participants completed the study without showing any serious adverse effect and were discharged in good health.

The high level A of IVIVC indicates that the dissolution method presented in this study can be used for routine quality control and as an important tool in order to save money and time in any future production or development of varying-strength clopidogrel tablets.

Limitations of this study include the relatively small number of patients enrolled and the nonblinded method of clopidogrel administration.

**Conclusion**

The statistical analysis of the results performed on AUC_{0-\text{last}}, AUC_{\text{max}}, and C_{\text{max}} using the ANOVA method showed that both test tablets and reference tablets (Plavix\textsuperscript{®} 75 mg) are bioequivalent since they deliver equivalent quantities of active ingredient to the systemic circulation at equivalent rates for both AUC_{0-\text{last}} and C_{\text{max}} ratios within the 80%–125% interval proposed by the FDA and the EMEA. These results show the good formulation of this new generic tablet, which is important to achieve equivalent therapeutic benefits and avoid any potential problems that may arise due to poor formulation.
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